We study pathwise invariances of centred random fields that can be controlled through the covariance. A result involving composition operators is obtained in second-order settings, and we show that various path properties including additivity boil down to invariances of the covariance kernel. These results are extended to a broader class of operators in the Gaussian case, via the Loève isometry. Several covariance-driven pathwise invariances are illustrated, including fields with symmetric paths, centred paths, harmonic paths, or sparse paths. The proposed approach delivers a number of promising results and perspectives in Gaussian process regression.
Introduction
Whether for function approximation, classification, or density estimation, probabilistic models relying on random fields have been increasingly used in recent works from various research communities. Finding their roots in geostatistics and spatial statistics with optimal linear prediction and Kriging [1, 2] , random field models for prediction have become a main stream topic in machine learning (under the Gaussian Process Regression terminology, see, e.g., [3] ), with a spectrum ranging from metamodeling and adaptive design approaches for time-consuming simulations in science and engineering [4, 5, 6, 7] ) to theoretical Bayesian statistics in function spaces (See [8, 9, 10] and references therein). Often, a Gaussian random field model is assumed for the function of interest, and so all prior assumptions on this function are incorporated through the corresponding mean function and covariance kernel. Here we focus on random field models for which the covariance kernel exists, and we discuss some mathematical properties of associated realisations (or paths) depending on the kernel, both in the Gaussian case and in a more general second-order framework.
A number of well-known random field properties driven by the covariance kernel (say in the centred case) are in the mean square sense [11] , e.g. L 2 continuity and differentiability [12] . Such results are quite general in the sense that they hold in a variety of cases (Gaussian or not), but they generally aren't informative about the pathwise beahviour of underlying random fields. In the Gaussian case, however, much can be said about path regularity properties of stationary random field paths (Cf. classical results in [13] and subsequent works) based on the behaviour of the covariance kernel in the neighbourhood of the origin. Likewise, for non-stationary Gaussian fields, results connecting path regularity to kernel properties can be found in [14] . More recently, [15] studied path regularity of second-order random fields, and could draw conclusions about a.s. continuous differentiability in non-Gaussian settings. Also, we refer to the thesis [16] for an enlightening exposition of state-of-the-art results concerning regularity properties of random field sample paths in various frameworks.
In a different settings, links between invariances of kernels under operations like translations and rotations (that is to say, the notions of stationarity and isotropy [11] ) and invariances in distribution of the corresponding random fields have been covered extensively in spatial statistics and throughout the literature of probability theory [17] . However, such properties are to be understood in distribution, and do not directly concern random field paths. Our main focus in the present work is on pathwise algebraic and geometric properties of random fields, such as invariances under group actions or sparse function decompositions of multivariate paths.
We first establish in a quite general framework, that for a centred random field (Z x ) x∈D possessing a covariance (i.e. such that the variance is finite at any location in the index space D), Z has paths invariant under T with probability 1 if and only if ∀x ∈ D T (k(·, x)) = k(·, x), where T belongs to the class of linear combinations of composition operators. The presented results generalise [18] , where random fields with paths invariant under the action of a finite group were studied. Here we also extend recent works on additive kernels for high-dimensional kriging [19, 20] , and we provide a simple characterization of the class of kernels leading to squared-integrable centred random fields with additive paths. Furthermore, in the particular case of Gaussian random fields, a more general class of invariances can be covered through the link between operators on the paths and operators on the reproducing kernel Hilbert space [21] associated with the random field.
Section 2 presents a general result characterizing path invariance in terms of argumentwise invariance of covariance kernels, in the case of combinations of composition operators. In Section 3, we discuss how the Gaussianity assumption enables extending the results of Section 2 to more general operators. The obtained results are applied to Gaussian process regression in Section 4 where the potential of argumentwise invariant kernels is demonstrated through various examples. Section 5 is dedicated to an overall conclusion of the article, and a discussion on some research perspectives.
Invariance under combinations of composition operators

Motivations
Designing kernels imposing some structural constraints on the associated random field models is of interest in various situations.
One of those situations is the high-dimensional function approximation framework, where simplifying assumptions are needed in order to guarantee a reasonable inference despite the curse of dimensionality. Following its successful use in multidimensional nonparametric smoothing [22, 23] , the additivity assumption has become a very popular simplifying assumption for dealing with high-dimensional problems, and has recently inspiring further work in mathematical statistics [24, 25, 26] .
A class of kernels leading to random fields with additive paths, in the sense detailed below (See also [27] ), has recently been considered in [19] .
, it was indeed shown in [19] that Proposition 1. If a random field Z possesses a kernel of the form
where the k i 's are arbitrary positive definite kernels over the D i 's, then Z is additive up to a modification, i.e. there exists a random field A which paths are additive functions such that ∀x ∈ D P(Z x = A x ) = 1.
One may wonder whether kernels of the form k(x,
are the only ones giving birth to centred random fields with additive paths. The answer to this question turns out to be negative, as will be established in Corollary 5.
In a similar fashion, [18] gives a characterization of kernels which associated centred random fields have their paths invariant under a finite group action. Let G be a finite group acting on D via a measurable action
Proposition 2. Z has invariant paths under Φ (up to a modification) if and only if k is argumentwise invariant:
We show in Proposition 3 that both Propositions 1 and 2 are sub-cases of a general result on square-integrable random fields invariant under the class of combination of composition operators (see Definition 2) . A characterization of kernels leading to random fields possessing additive paths is given in Corollary 5, and it is then shown that having the form of Eq. 1 is not necessary. Another by-product of Proposition 3 is a new proof of Proposition 2 relying on a particular class of combination of composition operators, as illustrated in Example 1. Let us now introduce the set up of composition operators (See, e.g., [28] ) and their combinations. 
The composition operator T v with symbol v is defined as follows:
Such operators can be naturally extended to random fields indexed by D:
Definition 2. We call combination of composition operators with symbols v i ∈ D D and weights α i ∈ R (1 ≤ i ≤ q, q ∈ N\{0}) the operator
Invariance under a combination of composition operators Proposition 3. Let Z be a square-integrable centred random field with covariance kernel k. Then Z equals T (Z) up to a modification, i.e.
Proof. ⇒: let us fix arbitrary
, Z x ), and so:
Remark 2. As noted in [29] , two processes modifications of each other that are almost surely continuous are indistinguishable. Almost sure results may then directly be obtained for processes with almost surely continuous paths.
Example 1 (Case of group-invariance). Prop. 2 now appears as a special case of Prop. 3 with where ρ x , θ x (resp. ρ y , θ y ) are the polar coordinates of x (resp. y) and whereθ = θ mod π/2. k 1 and k 2 are positive definite kernels (in the loose sense) as admissible covariances (respectively those of the Brownian Sheet and the Brownian Motion) composed with a change of index, i.e.
. By construction k 1 and k 2 are argumentwise invariant with respect to rotations around the origin (with angles multiple of π/2 for k 1 ). As illustrated in Figure 1 , Proposition 3 ensures that the sample paths of centred (Gaussian or non-Gaussian) random fields with these kernels inherit their invariance properties. Note that k 1 belongs to the class of kernels argumentwise invariant under the action of a finite group treated above, while the argumentwise invariance of k 2 under the action of an infinite group can actually be seen as invariance under any composition operator with symbol of the form v(x) = ρ x u where u is an arbitrary point on the unit circle.
Beyond group-invariance, Proposition 3 also has implications concerning the sparsity of multivariate random field paths, as detailed in the following section on additivity, leading to a generalization of Proposition 1.
Kernels of centred random fields with additive paths
Let us first show how the additivity property boils down to an invariance property under some specific class of combination of composition operators.
Remark 3. Assuming a ∈ D, a function f : D → R is additive if and only if f is invariant under the following combination of composition operators:
where
Corollary 1. A centred random field Z possessing a covariance kernel k has additive paths (up to a modification) if and only if k is a positive definite kernel of the form
Proof. If Z has additive paths up to a modification, there exists a random field (A x ) x∈D with additive paths such that ∀x ∈ D P(Z x = A x ) = 1, and so Z and A have the same covariance kernel. Now, A having additive paths, Remark 3 implies that
). Reciprocally, from Proposition 3, we know that it suffices for Z to have additive paths that k(·, x ) is additive ∀x ∈ D. For a kernel k such as in Eq. 5 and an arbitrary x ∈ D, setting
Example 2. Let us consider the following kernel over
where the κ i are smoothing kernels over R. Previous results on vector-valued random fields ensure that k is a valid covariance function [30] . Furthermore, the structure of k corresponds to an additive kernel in the sense of Equation 5. According to Corollary 5, a random field with such kernel has additive paths (up to a modification), with univariate marginals exhibiting possible crosscorrelations.
Extension to further operators. Focus on the Gaussian case
Composition operators constitute a remarkable class of linear maps since they can be defined on function spaces without any restriction. In particular, they similarly apply to random field paths or to kernel functions (with one argument fixed), so that taking out of a covariance a (combination of) composition(s) applied to a random field and turning it into a (combination of) composition(s) on the covariance kernel appears as a natural operation.
For more general classes of operators, however, operators on paths and operators on kernels are two different mathematical objects: It is a priori not obvious how to transform operators on paths into operators on the kernel, and even less straightforward to know when and how it is possible to define an operator on paths corresponding to a given operator on the kernel space.
Given a linear operator T : R D → R D and a second-order centred process Z such that T (Z) is second order, generalizing the approach that lead to Prop. 3 enables us to characterize pathwise invariances of Z by T relying on second-order properties of the joint process (Z x , T (Z) x ) x∈D , without any additional assumption concerning Z's probability distribution:
Proof. Under the square-integrability and zero-mean hypotheses on Z and
In the particular case of combinations of composition operators covered by Prop. 3, it was possible to take T out of the covariance and variance in the right hand side of Eq. 7, leading to a further equivalence between pathwise invariance of Z and invariance of k under T . In greater generality, however, it is not straightforward how T can be taken out of terms such as cov(T (Z) x , Z x ).
We show in Section 3.3 below that in case Z is Gaussian and T satisfies some technical condition with respect to Z, there exists an operator T defined over the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space associated with Z, such that
This construction based on the celebrated Loève isometry [21] then enables us extending Prop. 3 to a broader class of operators.
Numerical examples are presented throughout the current section, including simulated paths of Gaussian random fields with argumentwise invariant kernels under various (integral and differential) operators, that subsequently serve as a basis to original applications in Gaussian Process regression, presented in Section 4.
Operating on the kernel via operators on paths
We focus here on a centred Gaussian random field (
k is here assumed continuous, so that the paths of (Z x ) x∈D belong to some subspace of the space B of continuous functions over D, and are in particular squareintegrable (with respect to Lebesgue's measure on D, say) by compacity of D. Let us further consider a linear map T : R D → R D acting on the paths of Z and such that T (Z) x is centred and square-integrable for all x ∈ D.
In Proposition 6 below, the so-called Loève isometry [21] allows us to define an operator, derived from T , acting on the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) associated with k. Let us first recall some useful definitions and the isometry in question. The RKHS H associated with k [31] can be defined as functional completion of the function space spanned by the k(·, x)'s:
equipped with the scalar product defined by
A crucial state-of-the-art result is that H is isometric to the Hilbert space generated by the random field Z [21] :
where the adherence is taken with respect to the usual L 2 (P) topology on the space of (equivalence classes of) square-integrable random variables. 
for all x ∈ D and extended by linearity and continuity, is an isometry from
As shown below, the Loève isometry allows us to link operators on the paths of Z to corresponding operators on the RKHS, provided that the random variables T (Z) x (x ∈ D) belong to L(Z):
and such that
Proof. Let T : H → R D be an operator satisfying (8) and the pointwise convergence condition. Since Z x = Ψ(k(., x )), we have:
This is immediately extended in a unique way to H by linearity and continuity of the isometry Ψ, leading to:
Conversely, using again properties of Ψ, one easily checks that (9) defines a linear map satisfying (8) and the pointwise convergence condition.
The construction proposed above will serve as basis for an invariance result, given in Prop. 7. Before stating it, let us examine and discuss in more detail the assumptions made in Prop. 6 and the relation between T and T , both through examples and analytical considerations. 
In particular, we directly obtain that the condition T (Z) x ∈ L(Z) is fulfilled, so that Prop. 6 can be applied.
It is then easy to check that T (k(·, x )) = T (k(·, x )), implying that T is the unique representer of T on H satisfying the pointwise convergence condition of Prop. 6. In other words, here T = T |H .
Note that this example also illustrates that T (H) may differ from H. Indeed, choosing a composition operator T = T v and fixing x ∈ D, we have
and so T (k(., x )) = k(v(.)
. In other words, T = T |H again.
A detour through the Karhunen-Loève expansion
In both Examples 3 and 4, we found out that T = T |H . From this, we may wonder under which circumstances T is a restriction of T . The spectral framework, and more specifically the Karhunen-Loève (KL) expansion, is a suitable setting to investigate such question. As a preliminary to a sufficient condition for T = T |H to hold, let us recall some useful basics concerning the KL expansion.
In a nutshell, the starting point of KL is the Mercer decomposition (See [32] , with generalizations in [33, 34] ) of the continuous covariance kernel k: Given any finite measure ν on the Borel algebra of D whose support is D (typically the Lebesgue measure λ), there exists an orthonormal basis (ϕ n ) n≥1 of L 2 (ν) and a sequence of non-negative real numbers (γ n ) n≥1 ↓ 0 such that:
where the convergence is absolute and uniform on D. Note that the finite trace hypothesis D k(u, u)dν(u) < +∞ often given as prerequisite of the Mercer theorem is automatically fulfilled here, considering the assumptions made on k.
Relying on Eq. 10, it is well-known (See, e.g., [21] ) that the RKHS H can then be represented as a subspace of L 2 (ν), in the following way:
Furthermore, relying on the Loève isometry (Cf. Prop. 5), the random field Z itself can be expanded with respect to the ϕ n 's, leading to the KL expansion:
where the ζ n 's are independent standard Gaussian random variables, and the series is uniformly convergent with probability 1 [35] . In particular, noting that
we get (with probability 1) both that the paths of Z are in L 2 (ν) and that the series of Eq. 12 converges normally. Consequently, in case of a bounded operator T from L 2 (ν) to itself,
with probability 1, where the convergence is normal. Note that in cases such as the one of the differentiation operator (See, e.g., for a differentiation of the KL expansion), T is not bounded with respect to the usual L 2 (ν) norm, but similar normal convergence results may be obtained by considering a source space of differentiable elements equipped with an ad hoc topology (e.g., Sobolev spaces).
Concerning our question on operators on paths vs on the RKHS, we obtain by substituting Z and T (Z) by their respective expansions in T 's definition:
Now, using the Mercer decomposition (10) of k and the boundedness of T , T (k(·, x )) = +∞ n=1 γ n ϕ n (x )T (ϕ n )(·), so we conclude that T = T |H . Besides, on may also notice that ζ n ∈ L(Z) since
Invariances and Gaussian random fields
Coming back to invariances, we now give a characterization result, that generalizes those of Section 2 in the particular case of Gaussian fields: Proposition 7. Under the assumptions of Prop. 6, the three following conditions are equivalent:
Proof. By the pointwise convergence condition on T , (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. Now, let us prove the equivalence between (i) and (ii). Since for any arbitrary x ∈ D, Z x − T (Z) x ∈ L(Z), we have by duality:
Proposition 7 can be used to define families of centred Gaussian field models satisfying linear-type properties, simply by looking at their kernel. This includes for instance the case of Gaussian random fields with centred paths (or mean-centered fields, to use the terminology of [37] ) and Gaussian random fields whose paths are solutions of linear differential equations, as illustrated below (See also [38] for recent results on vector fields with divergence-free and curl-free paths).
Example 5 (Gaussian random fields with centred paths). Let ν be a probability measure on
, and the result comes from Proposition 7.
For instance, the kernel k 0 defined by Example 6. We illustrate here the case where the sample paths of a Gaussian process are solution to the differential equation:
The solutions of the associated homogeneous equation are the functions satisfying y = −y so they correspond to invariant functions with respect to T : f → −f . The solutions of the homogeneous equation are well-known to be in span(cos, sin) which can be endowed with the following kernel
where Σ is a symmetric positive semi-definite 2 × 2 matrix. k ode (s, ·) is solution to the homogeneous equation (i.e. k ode (s, ·) is T -invariant) for all s so the sample paths of a centred Gaussian process with such kernel inherit this property. Let Y be a Gaussian process with mean µ(t) = 2t and covariance k. Since µ is a particular solution of Eq. 16, Y has sample paths satisfying this differential equation. This is illustrated in Figure 2 .b.
Example 7. In the previous example, the solutions of the ODE belong to a 2-dimensional space. We consider here another ODE, the Laplace equation ∆f = 0, for which the space of solutions is infinite dimensional. The solutions to this equation are called harmonic functions and we will call harmonic kernels any positive definite function satisfying the ODE argumentwise: (∆k(·, x )) = 0 (x ∈ D). Examples of such harmonic kernels can be found in the recent literature (See respectively [39, 40] for 2D and 3D input spaces). We will focus here on the following kernel over R 2 × R 2 :
Proposition 7 can be applied to the operator f → f + ∆f so the sample paths obtained with k harm also are harmomic functions. This can be seen in the right panel of Figure 2 where the sample path shows some special features of harmonic functions such as the absence of local minimum.
Applications in Gaussian process regression
The aim of this section is to discuss and illustrate the use of argumentwise invariant kernels in Gaussian process regression (GPR). The main idea behind this approach is to incorporate invariance assumptions within GPR. As we will see, using such kernels can significantly improve the predictivity of GPR in cases where structural priors on the function to approximate, involving invariances under bounded linear operators, are available.
GPR gives a very convenient stochastic framework for modelling a function f : D → R based on a finite set of observations y i = f (x (i) ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n and a Gaussian process prior on f . The literature of GPR and related methods is scattered over several fields including statistics and geostatistics [2] , machine learning [3] and functional analysis [21] . Depending on the scientific community, the predictor of f is either defined as best linear unbiased predictor of a square-integrable (or intrinsic) random field, conditional expectation of a Gaussian Process, or interpolator with minimal norm in RKHS settings. One striking fact is that, given any positive definite kernel k, the approaches end up with the same expressions for the best predictor and for the "conditional" kernel describing the remaining uncertainty on f :
We will discuss in the next section the influence of using invariant kernel in such models.
Gaussian Process Regression with invariant kernels
We consider here a bounded operator T on the paths as defined in Section 3, and we use for convenience the same letter to denote T's restriction to the RKHS H. Assuming that k(x, .) = T (k(x, .) ) (x ∈ D), it was already established that the paths of a centred Gaussian random field with kernel k are invariant under T . We now establish further that both the GPR predictor and the conditional distribution of such random field knowing response values at a finite set of points are invariant as well.
Proposition 8. Let Z be a centred Gaussian field with argumentwise Tinvariant kernel k and y i = Z(x (i) ) (1 ≤ i ≤ n) be a finite set of observations. Then,
(ii) The "conditional covariance kernel" c is argumentwise T -invariant (iii) Z conditioned on the evaluation results is T -invariant, up to a modification. Consequently, conditional simulations of Z are T -invariant.
Proof. The properties (i) and (ii) are a direct consequence of the linearity of T . For example, we have for (ii):
Furthermore the conditional distribution of Z knowing evaluation results simplifies as L(Z|Z(X) = Y) ≡ m + GRF(0, c), where GRF(0, c) stands for the distribution of a centred Gaussian random field with covariance kernel c. According to Proposition 7, a random field with distribution GRF(0, c) is T -invariant up to a modification. (iii) follows using the linearity of T .
Illustration on examples
We now consider invariant kernels introduced in the examples of the previous sections and study associated GPR models and predictions. More precisely, we focus on 3 case studies involving various priors: zero-mean functions, solutions to y (x) + y(x) = 2x and solutions to ∆y(x) = 0.
GPR with centred paths. Here we assume that D = [−π, π] and that the function to approximate is f (x) = cos(x) + cos(2x) + cos(3x) + sin(x/2). Assuming that for some reason, it is known a priori that the integral of f over D is zero, it is of particular interest to incorporate this knowledge into the model. To get an insight of how GPR is improved by incoporating this structural prior, we compare predictions based on the following kernels:
The integral of k inv with respect to any of its variables is zero, so the paths of the associated centred Gaussian Process will inherit this property. As a consequence, choosing a kernel such as k inv allows incorporating the prior information f (u)du = 0 in GPR modeling, as illustrated in Figure 3 (a).
In a second time, we assume that evaluation results y i = f (x (i) ) at 12 distinct points x (i) ∈ D are available, and we compare Gaussian Process conditional distributions based on both kernels. As seen in Figure 3 the use of k inv improves considerably GPR predictions since m recovers the large peak in the center of the domain. This is reflected by root integrated squared errors, with values of 0.04 and 1.06 for k inv and k, respectively.
GPR of a solution to a univariate linear ODE. We saw in Section 3 that a Gaussian Process Y with mean µ(x) = 2x and kernel given by Eq. 17 is equivalent to a process with paths satisfying the ODE y (x) + y(x) = 2x. Figure 4 shows the conditional distribution of Y given evaluations at one or two points. It can be seen on the right panel that the prediction uncertainty collapses as soon as Y is evaluated at two distinct points. With this behaviour, the model reflects the unicity of the solution to such ODE under two equality conditions.
GPR of an harmonic function. We now consider the function f (x) = cos(1− x 1 ) exp(x 2 ), a solution to ∆y = 0. As seen previously, the kernel given in Eq. 18 satisfies this equation argumentwise so it allows to incorporate a structural prior of harmonicity in the GPR model. Figure 5 shows the resulting predictions based on four observations, and the associated prediction error.
Since the best predictor m and f are harmonic, so is also the prediction error m − f . It implies that the maximum error is located on the boundary Sparse ANOVA kernels. Given a product probability measure ν = ⊗ 1≤i≤d ν i over R d , High Dimensional Model Representation (HDMR, See, e.g., [41, 42] ) corresponds to the decomposition of any f ∈ L 2 (ν) as the sum of a constant, univariate effects, and interactions terms with increasing orders:
where the f I 's (I ⊂ {1, . . . , d}) satisfy I f (x i )dν i (x i ) = 0 for all i ∈ I [42] . This decomposition is of great interest for defining variance-based global sensitivity indices (usually referred to as Sobol' indices) quantifying the influence of each variable or group of variables on the response:
where X is a random vector with probability distribution ν. Sparsity of f , in the sense of having many terms equal to zero in Eq. 22, can be interpreted as invariance with respect to operators of the form T (f ) = f − P I (f ), where P I denotes the projection operator mapping f to f I . We will now illustrate on a popular function from the sensitivity analysis literature how taking prior knowledge of such sparsity into account may highly benefit prediction.
where the a i 's are arbitrary positive parameters. Beyond the convenient fact that the dimensionality d is tunable, one particular feature of g is that the global sensitivity indices have a closed form expression [43] :
Prior knowledge of Sobol' indices allows defining a subset S of main effects and interactions with a significant influence on the output. We will consider hereafter that terms explaining less than 1e-3 % of variance are non significant.
We consider the g-function in ten dimensions (d = 10) with parameter values a = (0, 0, 0, 2, 2, 2, 4, 4, 4, 8). In such settings, S is a set of 23 subsets of indices including all the main effects except the one of x 10 , and some first and second order interaction terms. Let us now compare prediction performances obtained with four GPR models respectively based on the following kernels:
where the k 0 i correspond to argumentwise centred Gaussian kernels as in Eq. 15, parameterized by variances σ 2 i and lengthscales θ i . The kernels k add , k spa , k anova and k gauss are respectively parametrized by 21, 19, 21 and 11 parameters. Since the product in the expression of k anova can be expanded as a sum of 2 d kernels with increasing interaction orders, k add and k spa can be seen as sparse variations of k anova where most of the terms are set to zero.
The learning set is made of 100 uniformly distributed points over the input space. The parameters σ 2 i and θ i as well as the observation noise τ 2 are estimated by maximum likelihood. Furthermore, a test set of 1000 uniformly distributed points is considered for assessing the model accuracies. The obtained results are summarized in Table 1 . It can be seen that the model based on k gauss performs rather poorly on this example. This can be explained by the fact that k gauss does not include any bias term (i.e. a constant in the kernel expression). As a consequence, the associated model tends to come back to 0 when the prediction point is far from the training points. On the other hand, models based on k add , k spa and k anova perform significantly better since they explain at least half of the variance of g. The sum of sensitivity indices associated to the main effects shows that 66% of the variance of g is explained by its additive part so the additive structure assumed by k add , though not completely unrealistic, is a strong assumption that disadvantages the model. Conversely, the structures of k spa and k anova are well-suited to the problem at hand and the associated models give the best results. This is particularly true for k spa which only includes the relevant terms for approximating g. In this example, the best model has been obtained by using a sparse kernel obtained from the knowledge of sensitivity indices. Since the latter are usually not available, the issue of automatic sparsity detection is of great importance in practice. Various methods based on a trade-off between a L 2 -norm and a L 1 -norm can be found in the literature (see for example [44, 45] ).
Concluding remarks and perspectives
This article focuses on the control of pathwise invariances of squareintegrable random field through their covariance structure. It is illustrated in various examples how a number features one may wish to impose on paths such as multivariate sparsity, symmetries, or being solution to homogeneous ODEs may be cast as invariance properties under bounded linear operators.
One of the main results of this work, given in Proposition 3, relates sample path invariances to the argumentwise invariance of the covariance kernel, in cases where T is a combination of composition operators. Although conceptually simple, such class of operators suffices to describe various mathematical properties on functions such as invariances under finite group actions, or additivity (i.e., being sum of univariate functions). This result allows us in particular to extend recent results from [19] by giving a complete characterization of kernels leading to centred random fields with additive paths, and also to retrieve another result from [18] on kernels leading to random fields with paths invariant under the action of a finite group. Perhaps surprisingly, the obtained results linking sample paths properties to the covariance apply to squared-integrable random fields and do not restrict to the Gaussian case.
Turning then to the particular case of Gaussian random fields, we obtain in Proposition 7 a generalization of Proposition 3 to a broader class of operators, that enables constructing Gaussian fields with paths invariant under various integral and differential operators. The core results essentially base on the Loève isometry between the Hilbert space generated by the field and its Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space. Perspectives include revisiting those invariance results in measure-theoretic settings.
Taking invariances into account in random field modelling and prediction is of huge practical interest, as illustrated in Section 4. Various examples involving different kinds of structural priors show how Gaussian process regression models may be drastically improved by designing an appropriate invariant kernel. One striking fact is that invariances assumptions may increase the accuracy of the model even if the function to approximate is not perfectly invariant. This can be seen on the last example where the assumed sparsity allows to improve the model by avoiding the curse of dimensionality.
